Walking and Running
Walking
Walking is the transfer of weight from one foot to the other while moving forwards or backwards. One foot is
always in contact with the ground, and the arms swing freely in opposite directions. Walking is an important
travelling locomotor skill and is used in everyday activities like walking to school, in sports (e.g. athletics and
marching) and in play and dance activities.
Running
Running is like walking except there is a period of suspension when both feet are off the ground at the same time.
The skill of running includes jogging, sprinting, chasing, dodging and evading. All of these are important to many
games (e.g. tag), sports (e.g. athletics) and everyday activities (e.g. running to get to school on time).

Walking and Running Activities (Under 5s)
Musical hoops – Put hoops down on the floor, enough for 1 each per child to start with. Put music on and
children dance around – or set a different locomotion each time. When the music stops children jump into the
closest hoop. Each time the music starts again more hoops are taken away. Eventually children have to start
squeezing in with other children and sharing.
Whistle stop – Children walk around freely, trying not to touch others. On the whistle children freeze on the
spot. Vary locomotion each time.
Movement from A to B – Make two points and between them do different locomotor movements; giant steps,
small steps, running, turning while walking, heel to toe, jumping, hopping, tip toeing, crawling, rolling etc.
Traffic Lights – Have three large cardboard circles (one red, one green, one orange) for the traffic lights. The
children pretend to be cars driving around.
Green light = run quickly in the area
Orange light = march slowly and carefully
Red light = stop immediately and jog on the spot
Vehicles – Teacher names a type of vehicle. The children then move around imitating that vehicle; bike, crane,
train, helicopter, car, bus, boat etc.
Cars – Put children in pairs. The child at the back is the driver and they put their hands on the front child’s
shoulders. Both children walk around with the driver steering and changing direction. Swap over.
Motor bike game – Driving around and when whistle blows or stop is called out children have to stop with a jump
and land. Key points to remember are to have feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent (sitting on a bike)
and landing as quietly as possible. Ideally the landing should be held for 3 seconds.
Tail Chase – Get children to tuck a scarf into their pocket or band of pants/skirt, so that it is hanging out as a tail.
Children now have to try and catch other children’s tails, while trying to move around and keep theirs safe. To
start with once a child takes another child’s tail encourage them to hand it back so they can continue playing. To
make it a little harder change the locomotion – children have to jump to try and get others tails.

